Highlights of the 22nd August 2021

Joint Scientific Assembly
IAGA-IASPEI 2021
Event Kick Starter
Event Started with the Joint Symposia in Hall 1 J1(1) - Earth and planetary core structure and evolution from
observations and modeling were the entire events were focused around how Several continuous global geomagnetic
field reconstructions spanning up to 100 kyr have been developed in recent years based on paleomagnetic data from
sediment cores and volcanic rocks. They indicate preferred longitudinal bands for intensity minima and for virtual
geomagnetic pole(VGP) paths during field excursions with Invited speakers Runa van Tent, Rakesh Yadav, & Joseph
ORourke which was followed by other speakers Masaki Matsushima, Mioara Mandea, Remy Monville, Monika Korte,
Susmita Garai, Daniel Frost & Xiaolong Ma.
Hall 2 Sessions for the entire day revolved around 3 invited speakers Franz-Josef
Luebken, Huixin Liu & Jan Lastovicka with other fellow speakers Wandi Yu,
Martin Mlynczak, Susan Nossal, Jan Lastovicka & Ed Thiemann speaking on the
2.3 - Stratosphere-Mesosphere-Thermosphere-Ionosphere System – Long-Term
changes of greenhouse gas concentrations and other drivers, such as the longterm change of the Earth’s magnetic field, cause long-term changes in the upper
atmosphere, which are often much larger than tropospheric trends. Note that in
atmospheric science, long-term changes, or trends, refer to changes on a time
scale longer than one solar cycle (~ 11 years) session by chaired by Liying Qian
& Co-Chaired by Jan Lastovicka

3.3 Recent advances in the system-level understanding of solar wind –
magnetosphere – ionosphere – thermosphere coupling were the session that
went on in Hall 3 with 3 invited speakers Yusuke Ebihara, Lauri Holappa &
Ankush Bhaskar with the other fellow speakers Viacheslav Merkin, Kazuo
Shiokawa, Geeta Vichare, Shipra Sinha & Xuguang Cai speaking on The amount
of available data describing the electrodynamics in geospace has significantly
increased during the past decades. In addition, the improved physical
understanding, computing power, and efforts to optimize numerical methods has
vastly improved the capabilities of modern physics-based models to describe in
great detail the interactions taking place in this huge and complex system

Hall 4 have had 5 invited speakers like Lynn Kistler, Shun Imajo, Matina Gkioulidou, Jian Yang, Binbin Ni
alongside Jonathan Krall, Masahito Nose, Robert Haaser, Sandeep Kumar, Kazushi Asamura, Crisan Demetrescu,
Bhaskara Veenadhari & Peter Stauning sharing their information around 3.8 Recent Advances in Observations and
Modeling of the Ring Current System. The dynamics of energetic particles forming the ring current populations,
the main signs of a geomagnetic storm, have been studied for many decades. However, the development of
predictive ring current models and the forecast of severe geomagnetic storms remain challenging due to gaps in
our understanding of the complex and strongly coupled magnetosphere-ionosphere system. The ring current
populations interact with the surrounding plasmasphere and radiation belts and with the outer magnetosphere and
ionosphere through a variety of physical processes leading to particle injections, acceleration, and loss.

A total of 8 IAGA Business Meetings took place in the sessions by speakers from various walks of life. 8 IASPEI
Symposia were around Structure of the lithosphere, CoSOI Seismic scattering and absorption, ambient noise, and
monitoring Earths structure & CoSOI & CoESM Anthropogenic seismicity which concluded with various poster
presentations by speakers all across the globe.

The Super Highlight of the day was IASPEI Opening by Johannes
Schweitzer, Kenji Satake, Barbara Romanowicz, Guy Masters &
Harsh Gupta. Here are a few Points from the Opening

Opening Plenary - The
IASPEI 41st Scientific
Assembly 2021, Hyderabad
Prof. Kenji Satake,
President, IASPEI
gave his Opening
address and
expressed the
support from IUGG,
and acknowledged
the contributions
from CSIR-NGRI.

This was then followed by a
Presentation by Harsh Gupta, He
gave a brief about what is
happening in regard to research
about Earthquakes in India and
activities relating to it. He also
shared some information regarding
the Tsunami Monitoring System
that was earlier worked on the
team.

Post that Johannes Schweitzer continued the session where condolences were expresses to the families
of the members who have passed away in the recent times

IASPEI recognized the efforts of a few
researchers and announced IASPEI Medal
Awards to them. Johannes Schweitzer
showed the participants how the medal
looked.

Schweitzer continued with the Nomination and composition of the committees of IASPEI and also gave
detail on how the Commission Meetings will be proceeding during the conference.
He also shared plans and dates (finalized and tentative ) of the next Regional Assemblies in 2022 and
General Assembly in 2023, the details of which will be further given during the conference.
The participants were asked to let the organizers know if they faced any technical challenges and
explained a few Housekeeping points about Poster presentations and asked participants to get in touch
with the authors directly when required.
Finally, It was made clear that the IASPEI Closing Plenary will be held on Friday 28th Aug 13:30 - 14:30
UTC Hall 9.

